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Abstract. We prove that a tree series S: TI --*K (K a field) is recognizable iff dim k’s ( CY iff 
dim Fs < JC, where V, ( resp. Fs 1 is the subspace if K ‘2 (resp. K 3) generated by the vectors 
t-‘S =IrC & (S, lr)f, TE PL 1. and where TL is the set of all 
trees over f 
(S. tt)t. IE Tz (resp. St-’ =z,, 7, 
and P” is the free monoid of ail pruned trees over 2. 
We finally give a Myhill-like criterion for tree-recognizability. 
1. Definitions and notations 
For a given ranked alphabet G - (&), Tl as usual denotes the smallest subset of 
2* containing 2,) and such that 
. f~ Z’,, and I,, . . . , Z, E Tl i@ies ft, l l l t,, E TL. 
The elements of TL are the trees of the alphabet Z: 
A pruned tree is a symbol resulting from a tree by removing a constant ( = element 
of z;)). 
For instance, if & = (a. b}, 2$ = {f} and Z,, = 8 for n # 0,2, then 
are pruned trees. 
Denote by & the set of all pruned trees that we can obtain from 
Multiplication in P> is defined by ‘insertion’, for exampie, 
the alphabet 2. 
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The so defined monoid PI is just the free monoid generated 
form 
by the elements of the 
Finally PL acts canonically on T1 by pasting a tree on the free node of a pruned one: 
A representation oE the alphabet 1 into a K-vector space 1’ is simply a family 0f 
functions 
/u,, : .5’,, 4 L( \,“I ; V), N 4, I,. . . , 
where L( V”; V) denotes the set of all rAincar functions from V”’ t0 \” (we [ 11). 
We extend pll into a function c1_: 7i + V by the inductive formula 
j_~(Z)=p,,(f)(p(t,),. . . ,p(t,,)) for l=_#& 9 9 l t,,. 
2. The main result 
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Theorem 2.1. S is recognizable iff V, has -finite dimension. 
Prooi. Suppose that S is recognized hv 
CL ,,:2;, + L( V”; V), A:V+K 
with dim V finite. The function 
(c: V_,K”~, (cp(o;J)=h(t‘?), WI?, UE v, 
is linear and we have 
(q(p(t)). 7) = A(&&( t)c) = A@( tr)) = (S, fc? -. (f ‘s, T), 
i.e., q(&)) = t ‘S. 
Hence 
V,cIrnq and therefore dim Vs d dim Im q s dim V < cc, 
Conversely. suppose dim VI; < m and define a representation 
PS.r, :-v,,,*L( v:‘; Vs) 
by 
p \.,, (f)(f, 3.. . . . r,,‘Sl =(_fr, * * l z,,) ‘s; 
hn II.\.,, is well defined. To see this take 
t, ‘S==t:-‘S. i= 1.2... . ,n; 
then. for T E Pl. we have 
(SJ-f,f-J l - l trr7) = (S. t,r’) = (S, fit,> = (S,fl;1~ * - - f,J). 
where 7’ is the pruned tree ft2 . l - t,,r 
Rcpcat the substitution of t by 1’: 
(S, f?;?, l ’ - t,,T)=(S,ft;t; l * l t,,T)=“‘=(S,ft;t; - -t:,T), 
that is. (ft, l . . t,,) ‘S = (ft; l 9 l t:, j ‘S. 
Thus if we finally define the linear form A,$: Vs -+ K by 
A# ‘9 = (S, 1). 
it i\ obvious that the triple ( Vs, p.+ A,) recognizes S. cl 
Example 2.2. Let P be the subset of TL consisting of all trees with palindrome 
frontier (& f 8 and card Yroj 1). 
The characteristic tree series ch( .!!> i: then not recognizable. In fact take 
+ =(a!~)~, K = 1,2,. . .anda,bE&, 
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And select trees fh. with frontier tih. (this is possible because E, f Cn); the family 
{tj,’ ch(P)!K =l 3 , w, . . * } 
k linearly independent; let 
with r’;, the tree resulting from tK by reversing its frontier; then Ah: =O and so 
dim V, I,, ,‘, is not finite. We thus dcducc that P is a not rtxognizablc subset of T>. 
3. Other characterizations 
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then 
Consequently 
Proceeding 
dim Es d dim Vs. 
dually we establish the opposite inequality. Cl 
We call rank of a recognizable series S- notation r( S)-the common number 
dim V’, = dim F’+ 
Wc observe that for any triple ( V. p, A ) realizing S it holds that dim V 2 r(S). 
Taking this into account and also [ 1. Propositions 3.1 and 5. I], we obtain 
r(S,+S,)~r(S,)+r(S), r(S, 0 S,)s r(S,) ’ r(S). 
Let us remark that, in the word .xse. Theorems 2. I and 3.1 give well-known results 
(see [2. 31). 
We close by giving a Myhill-like criterion for recognizability. Denote bj l+(\ the 
subspace of K”> generated by the vectors t ‘5’~~’ for all TV Tl and TE PA. where 
t ‘Sr ’ is tho word series 
Proposition 3.2. S is recoptiza!~Ie #dim U(s < ix. 
Proof. Since \ ‘\ c CV,, the result is clear in one direction. Conversely, assume 
dim Fs = II < 1 and take as a basis Sr, ‘. . . . , ST,:‘. The series ST, ’ is recognizable 
bwwe F+! ! c F\ : hence Jim V,. ,I = m, < x for all i. 
If IIoN’ 
f , I’ ( ST, ’ 1. . . . . r,,,;., ( ST, ’ I 
i\ a b;lsi\ for \ ‘4r , ( 1 e i - II), it fl.dlow~ directly that the vectors (t,, ’ Sr, ’ I,, generate 
\c’, . that i\. dim U’, s.= Y . :? 
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